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        New
        The long awaited North Kiteboarding 
        Hydrofoil assumes shape right now. 
        Available from mid February (ex factory).

        Easy to ride
        The Hydrofoil was designed with the 
        objective of having an easy to ride board   
        that is suitable for anyone who is new to   
        foilboarding.
             
        Safety
        The other objective was to build a foil   
        that is safe in handling, minimizing the   
        risk of injuries. Safety rails protect the   
        rider from falling onto the wingtips.

        Versatile
        The board has two tuttle boxes which 
        makes it suitable for either the North 
        Kiteboarding Hydrofoil or recent race   
        foils from other producers.

        Lightweight
        The entire foil is build from 100% carbon   
        fibre which makes the construction 
        extremely durable and lightweight.
         

Safety:

Just about every kiter is intrigued by kite hydrofoils, but most riders are understandably intimidated 
by the sharp wing tips that lurk menacingly under most hydrofoil boards.
The Hydrofoil is designed with safety as a main priority in mind. The wing tips are connected by 
safety rails which avoids most of the common risks. With the Hydrofoil from North Kiteboarding, 
kicking, bumping against, or falling on a wing tip is no worse than doing the same on the 
rail of a normal wave board.

Ease of use / stability:

The wing tip is with 100cm (40“) longer than on most other hydrofoils (60-75cm / 24“ to 30“), which 
facilitates learning and reduces the rodeo effect through superior pitch and heave stability. The big 
wings allow for an easy take-off at low speeds.

Pitch stability   =  foil will not pitch nose-down or nose-up really quickly
Heave stability =  foil will not rise up from or drop down to the water very quickly
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Vertical Strut:

The profile of the vertical strut that connects the board to the fuselage has no effect on hydrofoil 
ease of use. The strut is a full-on Naca 66-series low drag section which works with both, novice 
wings and fast wings. Both, the vertical strut and wing assembly are made of full carbon, which 
gives the foil a real lightweight.

Weight info: Strut is 1600 gms.
  Wing assembly 2300 gms.

The aft location of the vertical strut has two advantages:

(1)  it allows to mount the foil on any race or slalom board that has a strong tuttle box in the back
(2) it eliminates the need for a fin or directional stabilizer, which would just be something more to  
      get injured on.

The North Hydrofoil has anhedral (down drooping) in the front wing, as it gives better roll stability 
than flat or dihedral (up-swept) wings. 
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Foil Board

Tech Specs Foil Board 

- 38,8 litre Volume
- 5‘3“ x 21“ x 2 3/4“
- 2 tuttle boxes
- 2 and 3 footstrap option

Volume and Shape:

The North Foilboard is big enough to float most riders a bit, but small enough for easy water starting. 
The shape is round on the bottom, particularly in the front as this produces minimal shock when the 
board splashes down at speed. Scoop in the nose is just enough that most splash-downs don‘t cause 
the nose to submarine.

Two Tuttle boxes:

The North Kiteboarding foil has 2 tuttle boxes. The aft one works for the North Hydrofoil, while the 
forward one works for some popular race foils like the most recent designs from Taaroa and Spotz. 

Having the tuttle box located in a more rareward position, has the advantage of facilitating the 
alignment of the board. Also jibing is easier due to the better stability and balance when riding.

Hydrofoil Ltd. Board 
NKB - KTB Foil Ltd. 44500-3427   

The Foilboard comes without footstraps. Footstraps (Surf Straps) need to be ordered separately!

44500-7050 NKB - Foil Ltd Strut 
44500-7051  NKB Foil Ltd Wind Assembly 

Board Bag

For easy transportation, the foilboard fits into the existing Single Board Bag Nugget. 

Size: 5‘5“ (175 x 62cm). Art- No. 44500-7011 
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Foil Board Accessories 

Surf Straps (two- or three-strap setup)

The Footstrap inserts are configured so that riders can choose between two-strap and three-strap 
setups. The footstraps need to be purchased seperately.

44500 - 8004 NKB - Surfstrap Surf with washers and screws (pair)

44500 - 8054 NKB - Surfstrap Surf with washers and screws (1pc)

Availability:

Due to the extensive production process the delivery of boards is spread over several shipments, 
therefore the availability will be limited in the beginning.

The first deliveries are expected:

Ex factory: Mid February
Ex Molln: Beg. of April 


